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 Summary: 
 
Iran is using Badr Organization and SG to fight against CF in Iraq.  Iran is using Badr 
Organization and SG to fight against CF for Iran, because Iran does not want to fight CF 
directly.  Iran is using Badr Organization and SG to fight against CF in Iraq so Iran does 
not have to directly utilize Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) members in Iraq.  
Iran no longer wants to directly operate within Iraq using IRGC members due to the fact 
CF has captured IRGC members in the past.  Iran does not want to fight a direct war 
against CF due to the fact Iran knows CF will destroy Iran.  Iran does not want to cause 
an international crisis by starting a war with CF.  Iran wants to fight and cause problems 
for CF but does not want to start an overt war.  Iran is using the Iraqi based Badr 
Organization and SG to fight against CF in order for Iran to appear as if Iran is not 
fighting CF.  Iran does not want to appear as if Iran has activity in Iraq.  
 
The government of Iran controls both Badr Organization and SG.  The government of 
Iran provides funding and support to both Badr Organization and SG within Iraq.  The 
government of Iran provides support to Badr Organization and SG so Iran can control 
and manipulate the actions and activities of Badr Organization and SG within Iraq.  The 
government of Iran controls Badr Organization and SG within Iraq in order for SG and 
Badr Organization to fight against CF for Iran’s purposes.  Iran wants to fight against 
CF, disrupt the Iraqi infrastructure, and upset the government of Iraq to cause CF to fail 
in Iraq, and to force CF to focus solely on the situation within Iraq and not on CF and the 
United States’ relationship with Iran. 
 
Iran is forcing Badr Organization and SG to work together to provide intelligence on, 
and attack CF.  The government of Iran produces and provides intelligence 
requirements to the IRGC.  Once officers and officials within the IRGC receive the 
intelligence requirements from the Iranian government, the intelligence requirements 
are passed from the IRGC officials to the IRGC’s intelligence collection branch, the 
Ramadan Corps.  XXXX is the head of the Ramadan Corps and is in charge of all 
Ramadan Corps operations.  
 
XXXX receives the government of Iran’s intelligence requirements and passes the 
intelligence requirements to XXXX, the head of Badr Organization in Iraq XXXX 
receives the Iranian government’s intelligence requirements and passes the intelligence 
requirements to the intelligence department of Badr Organization.  An unknown 
individual from Badr Organization’s intelligence department then tasks XXXX and XXXX 
to collect the intelligence information on CF to fulfill Iran’s intelligence requirements. 



 
Once XXXX and XXXX receive the intelligence requirements, XXXX and XXXX collect 
intelligence on CF and pass the intelligence information to SG within the Diyala province 
and Shahraban.  SG within the Diyala province and Shahraban use the intelligence 
information collected against CF to plan and carry out attacks against CF.  Once SG 
has carried out attacks against CF, SG reports on the efficacy and success of the 
attacks against CF to XXXX and XXXX.  XXXX and XXXX report the success/failure 
and effectiveness of the SG attacks against CF to the intelligence department for Badr 
Organization.  An unknown individual within the intelligence department of Badr 
Organization passes the information regarding SG’s effectiveness against CF to XXXX 
relays the information to XXXX of the Ramadan Corps.  XXXX passes the information to 
IRGC officers and officials who then proceed to pass the information to unknown 
individuals within the Iranian government.   
 
Iran has been directing Badr Organization to work with SG in Diyala and Shahraban for 
approximately the past one and a half to two years prior to [Detainee]’s day of capture.  
The government of Iran is directly responsible for directing Badr Organization to collect 
intelligence against CF.  The government of Iran is directly responsible for directing SG 
to attack CF.  It is clear Iran can be held directly responsible for attacks against CF.  
 
[Detainee] provided the following diagram illustrating Iranian control and influence within 
Badr Organization intelligence collection and SG attacks against CF: 
 
 

 

 



[Detainee] does not have knowledge of the mediums with which the intelligence 
requirements are passed from the Iranian government to Badr Organization.  [Detainee] 
does not have knowledge of the mediums with which feedback from SG attacks against 
CF is passed from SG to Badr Organization.  [Detainee] does not have knowledge of 
the mediums with which Badr Organization passes feedback from the SG attacks 
against CF to the Iranian government.   
 
Badr Organization and SG are working together throughout the Diyala province and 
Shahraban.  [Detainee] does not have knowledge regarding whether or not Badr 
Organization and SG are working together in other provinces or neighborhoods within 
Iraq.  Due to the cooperation between Badr Organization and SG within Shahraban, 
XXXX has been made the leader over the SG individuals operating within Shahraban.  
XXXX gave [Detainee] a list of names and demographic information for 13 SG 
individuals which XXXX leads in Shahraban.  XXXX asked [Detainee] to obtain false 
identification cards for the 13 SG members in Shahraban approximately three months 
prior to [Detainee]’s day of capture..  XXXX is one of the SG members for whom 
[Detainee] was asked to obtain an identification card.   
 
[Detainee] does not have knowledge regarding whether or not XXXX is actively 
engaged with SG operating in the Diyala province and Shahraban.  XXXX is actively 
and directly engaged with SG in Shahraban.   
 
 


